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ABSTRACT 
 
Little is known about how bias against women and minorities varies within and between 
organizations or how it manifests before individuals formally apply to organizations. We address 
this knowledge gap through an audit study in academia of over 6,500 professors at top U.S. 
universities drawn from 89 disciplines and 259 institutions.  We hypothesized that discrimination 
would appear at the informal “pathway” preceding entry to academia and would vary by 
discipline and university as a function of faculty representation and pay.  In our experiment, 
professors were contacted by fictional prospective students seeking to discuss research 
opportunities prior to applying to a doctoral program. Names of students were randomly assigned 
to signal gender and race (Caucasian, Black, Hispanic, Indian, Chinese), but messages were 
otherwise identical.  We found that faculty ignored requests from women and minorities at a 
higher rate than requests from White males, particularly in higher-paying disciplines and private 
institutions.  Counterintuitively, the representation of women and minorities and bias were 
uncorrelated, suggesting that greater representation cannot be assumed to reduce bias.  This 
research highlights the importance of studying what happens before formal entry points into 
organizations and reveals that discrimination is not evenly distributed within and between 
organizations. 
 
Keywords:  Diversity, Discrimination, Pay, Academia 
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It is well known that women and minorities are underrepresented in organizations, 
particularly at the highest echelons (Smith, 2002; Bertrand, Goldin and Katz, 2010; McGinn and 
Milkman, 2013), despite widespread efforts to promote diversity (Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly, 
2006; Dobbin, Kim, and Kalev, 2011).  In academia, the majority (60%) of full professors at 
U.S. postsecondary institutions are White males, while 28% are female, 7% are Asian, 3% are 
Black, and 3% are Hispanic (U.S. Department of Education, 2010), and underrepresentation for 
many groups begins in early as early as doctoral programs (U.S. Department of Education, 
2014).  Scholars have produced considerable evidence suggesting that bias is a possible 
contributor to this pattern, affecting hiring, pay, promotion, tenure, and funding outcomes (see 
Cole, 1979; Long and Fox, 1995; Valian, 1999).  However, two important gaps limit our ability 
to understand and address this bias.  First, our knowledge is based on extensive documentation of 
how women and minorities are differentially treated relative to Caucasian males once they have 
entered the Academy and other non-academic institutions; we know little about bias that may 
occur in the informal processes leading up to the attempt to enter.  Specifically, racial and gender 
bias that occurs prior to applying to a PhD program may contribute to the underrepresentation of 
minorities and women in academia.  Second, while most metrics studied in academia show 
differences in treatment by gender and race, few studies allow for causal inference or have been 
broad enough to explore where bias is most extreme.  As a result, greater knowledge of where 
bias may play a causal role in explaining observed racial and gender differences in academic and 
non-academic contexts is needed.   
Our paper focuses on “what happens before” someone chooses to apply to an 
organization. We investigate whether and where women and minorities considering graduate 
school enrollment may experience disproportionately less support in the early, informal 
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processes leading up to the decision to apply.  We propose that differential treatment at this stage 
is a possible factor in the underrepresentation of women and minorities in the ranks of both 
doctoral students and professors, and that this bias may similarly impede careers in other 
organizations.    
We directly examine faculty bias toward women and minorities using methods that allow 
for causal inference.  Specifically, we present new analyses of a field experiment in which 6,548 
tenure-track professors at 259 top U.S. universities in 109 different PhD-granting disciplines 
were contacted by fictional prospective doctoral students seeking a meeting to discuss research 
opportunities. The names of the “students” were randomly assigned to signal gender and race 
(Caucasian, Black, Hispanic, Indian, Chinese), but their messages were otherwise identical.  Our 
outcome of interest is whether and which faculty responded to these inquiries.  We provide 
direct, quantitative evidence of whether, where, and when academia fails to offer women and 
minorities the same encouragement, guidance, and research opportunities offered to Caucasian 
men prior to formal application to a doctoral program.   
Our findings contribute to the scholarship on bias in organizations in several important 
ways. First, we bring new attention to what happens before the formal processes required to gain 
admission into an organization begin.  We provide evidence that many prospective minority and 
female students may be dissuaded from entering “pathways” leading to the Academy before ever 
reaching the “gateway” officially providing or denying them entry (Chugh and Brief, 2008).  In 
doing so, this study contributes to the literature on discrimination in organizations by 
highlighting that in addition to bias at gateways, bias at pathways can hinder the advancement of 
women and minorities.   
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Second, our use of a field experiment methodology allows us to make causal inferences 
about bias and measure its magnitude and extent.  Previous research about bias in academia and 
non-academic institutions has relied primarily on correlational and qualitative methods which, 
respectively, leave open alternative explanations for patterns detected and the magnitude of bias. 
We therefore address these constraints through an audit study offering high experimental control. 
Third, studies of discrimination in which individuals realize they are being observed (e.g., 
qualitative and laboratory studies) may suffer from social desirability bias and thus fail to 
measure implicit, unconscious, or unintentional bias, which many have argued could be a more 
pernicious problem than explicit, conscious, or unintentional bias in the modern era (Greenwald 
and Banaji, 1995; Valian, 1999; Bertrand, Chugh, and Mullainathan, 2005; Quillian, 2006; Pager 
and Shepherd, 2008; Ridgeway, 2009; Sue, 2010).  To the extent that unconscious bias may be 
contributing to discrimination, unobtrusive methods for studying discrimination are critical. 
Audit experiments – those in which pairs of matched testers who differ only on race, gender, or 
some other dimension of interest attempt to obtain a desired outcome using identical techniques 
while treatment differences are measured – are therefore of particularly high value (Quillian, 
2006; Pager, 2007).  By exposing faculty in various disciplines to students who differ only in 
race and gender, we can examine the extent to which race and gender consciously or 
unconsciously influence decision making.   
Finally, and arguably most importantly, we examine where bias is most pronounced in 
and across organizations.  The breadth of our experiment gives us the ability to address the 
critical question of whether bias is evenly distributed or instead more pronounced under certain 
conditions.  Specifically, we examine how a given minority group’s representation relates to the 
degree of bias that minority group experiences, offering new insights about the influence of 
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“homophily,” or the tendency to prefer associating with those are similar to us (e.g., see 
McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook, 2001), on discrimination.  Additionally, we examine how 
faculty salary relates to bias, linking recent research on the influence of money on ethicality and 
generosity (Piff et al., 2010; Caruso et al., 2012; Piff et al. 2012) to the important issue of 
discrimination. 
We begin by distinguishing between the formal “gateway” points of entry into 
organizations and more informal “pathway” processes that can precede the point of entry.  We 
next discuss the factors that make academia an especially important context for the exploration 
of discrimination using unobtrusive measures. We then turn to a review of the literature offering 
evidence that discrimination remains a problem in the Academy and beyond, and develop a set of 
hypotheses about where we expect to observe bias in the Academy.  Finally, we present the 
methods and results from our field experiment and conclude with a discussion that highlights the 
contribution of this work to furthering our understanding of the barriers to increasing 
representation of women and minorities in academia and other organizations in which they are 
underrepresented. 
DISCRIMINATION AT GATEWAYS VERSUS PATHWAYS IN ACADEMIA AND 
BEYOND 
Gateways are the entry points into valued organizations, communities, or institutions, 
while pathways describe the more fluid processes that influence one’s ability to access an entry 
point and to be successful after entry (Chugh and Brief, 2008).  Past research examining race and 
gender bias in organizations and in the Academy, in particular, has focused largely on the 
obstacles that women and minorities face at formal gateways to those institutions (e.g., in 
admissions decisions and hiring decisions; see  Kolpin and Singell, 1996; Attiyeh and Attiyeh, 
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1997; Steinpreis, Anders and Ritzke, 1999; Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Pager, Western 
and Bonikowski, 2009; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012) and on the performance of these groups once 
they have entered (e.g., grades, promotions, pay, job satisfaction, turnover; see Simons, 
Andrews, and Rhee, 1995; Tolbert, et al., 1995; Toutkoushian, 1998; Castilla and Benard, 2010; 
Carr et al., 2012; Sonnert and Fox, 2012; McGinn and Milkman, 2013).  However, before an 
individual can be granted or denied admission to an organization, or begin to compete for 
accolades, she must decide whether to apply, and self-assessments shaped by others’ treatment of 
her can influence such decisions (Correll, 2001; Correll, 2004). It is therefore critical to examine 
race and gender bias that may occur along pathways leading to gateways, which govern whether 
an individual elects to apply to an institution.  
Positive outcomes along pathways and at gateways can determine success in academia 
and in other organizations. For example, along the pathway to college, students must perceive 
opportunity in higher education (Lawrence and Tolbert, 1997), receive encouragement from 
teachers, friends, and parents to consider higher education, and complete the necessary 
prerequisites, such as standardized testing (Correll, 2001; Correll, 2004; Hoxby and Avery, 
2012).  We propose that an under-studied force may contribute to the underrepresentation of 
women and minorities in doctoral programs: namely, experiences along pathways to the 
Academy may deter them from entering the pool of applicants for doctoral programs.  Ironically, 
these informal obstacles may unintentionally prevent an individual from ever reaching the 
gateway at which formal structures may be designed to encourage entry.   
In this paper, we study how women and minorities are treated along the pathway to 
graduate school.  Specifically, our field experiment focuses on whether and how faculty respond 
to inquiries from prospective doctoral students seeking encouragement, guidance, and research 
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opportunities.  Notably, the decision about whether to pursue a doctorate occurs at a critical 
career stage when many potential academics leave the pipeline (Seymour and Hewitt, 1997; U.S. 
Department of Education, 2009).  If women and minorities are ignored at a higher rate than 
White males by prospective mentors when considering doctoral study, they may be more likely 
to be: (a) discouraged from applying for a doctorate, (b) disadvantaged in navigating the 
admissions process, having received less guidance on components of their application, (c) 
disqualified from serious consideration due to a lack of the very research experience they 
attempted to acquire, and (d) disconnected from the informal networks that undergird pathway 
processes both inside and outside academia.  Replying (versus not replying) to an email from a 
student seeking research experience and considering a doctorate, the outcome variable of interest 
in our study, is the most visible signal that a faculty member has not entirely dismissed or 
overlooked the prospective student’s interest.1   
Our focus on pathways, particularly those preceding gateways, aligns well with the 
theory of cumulative disadvantage (Merton, 1973; Clark and Corcoron, 1986; DiPrete and 
Eirich, 2006), which presumes underrepresentation to be the result of many small differences in 
how members of minority groups are treated early in their careers, or a function of one small 
difference at an early stage that “accumulate[d] to [create] large between-group differences” 
(Ginther et al., 2011, p. 1019).  Such mechanisms of cumulative (dis)advantage are frequently 
invoked as explanations for inequality (Merton, 1973; Clark and Corcoron, 1986; DiPrete and 
Eirich, 2006); yet, to our knowledge, previous empirical research has not examined the 
possibility that discouragement from even applying for opportunities may contribute to 
underrepresentation. For this reason, we examine the treatment of women and minorities at the 
                                                            
1 We conducted a small survey study to validate the role of such pathway communications in graduate school 
admissions and success.  Details are available upon request. 
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point when prospective students contemplate an application to graduate school and seek 
guidance and encouragement from potential doctoral mentors. 
THE VALUE OF ACADEMIA AS AN ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT 
Academia is an ideal setting for an experiment examining discrimination in organizations 
for several reasons.  First, academia serves as an entry point for nearly all professions.  In 
addition, it is possible that the same faculty who discriminate against prospective PhD students 
may exhibit similar biases against students seeking to enter the non-academic workforce. 
Further, increasing female and minority representation among faculty in academia (which first 
requires increasing representation among those receiving doctorates) is associated with higher 
educational attainment for female and minority students, respectively (Trower and Chait, 2002; 
Sonnert, Fox and Adkins, 2007).  Thus, bias against prospective doctoral students has important 
implications both for the Academy and for most non-academic organizations. 
Second, academia offers a pragmatically unique context for a field experiment due to the 
ease of building a database describing its workforce.  To our knowledge, few (if any) other 
professions are as richly described by publicly available records as academia; information about 
virtually all U.S. faculty members is easily retrievable online.  This transparency allowed us to 
build our audit study’s participant sample from the full universe of tenure-track faculty at the 
U.S. universities of interest and to obtain data on each faculty member’s race, gender, 
disciplinary affiliation, institutional affiliation, and status (e.g., full professor, associate 
professor, or assistant professor).  Additionally, reliable surveys exist that describe the average 
demographic makeup of academics by discipline and type of institution and their salary levels, 
furthering our ability to conduct interesting analyses (NSOFP, 2004; U.S. News and World 
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Report, 2010).  This is one of the many reasons that academia has been richly studied by other 
organizational scholars (e.g., Tolbert et al., 1995; Khurana, 2007). 
Finally, the heterogeneity of academics along a number of interesting and observable 
dimensions makes academia an ideal setting for exploring the characteristics of an organization 
that exacerbate (or reduce) race and gender bias.  For one, professors are heterogeneous in their 
areas of study (e.g., sociology, chemistry, nursing), and each academic discipline differs 
measurably in its student and faculty race and gender composition as well as its average salary.  
Furthermore, academic institutions vary in meaningful ways, including in the diversity of their 
student bodies and their perceived quality/rigor.  At the same time, all tenure-track academics 
receive the same basic training (a doctoral degree) and conduct the same basic job functions 
(teaching students and conducting research).  Thus, while holding education and job function 
constant, we are able to explore how organizational characteristics of theoretical interest relate to 
levels of race and gender bias. 
EVIDENCE OF DISCRIMINATION IN ACADEMIA AND BEYOND 
The prominent labor economist James Heckman has claimed that bias has been 
eliminated from the labor market (Heckman, 1998), and others have argued that discrimination is 
no longer a significant problem in the Academy, making affirmative-action programs 
unnecessary (Ceci and Williams, 2011; Stockdill and Danico, 2012). Such claims ignore 
substantial evidence suggesting that discrimination does indeed persist in today’s labor market 
(e.g., see Neckerman and Kirschenman, 1991; Altonji and Blank, 1999; Bertrand and 
Mullainathan, 2004; Pager and Quillian, 2005; Massey, 2007; Pager, Western and Bonikowski, 
2009), including in academia. These claims of equality and fairness highlight the importance of 
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documenting exactly where (if anywhere) bias impedes females and minorities seeking entrance 
to the Academy and other organizations using unassailable methods.   
Most past research exploring bias in academia has used an approach called “sophisticated 
residualism” (Cole, 1979: 29) to measure discrimination by looking at differences in outcomes 
by sex and race after controlling for relevant independent variables such as productivity (see 
Long and Fox, 1995 for a review).  Such studies have revealed persistently worse treatment of 
both women and minorities relative to White males in pay (Barbezat, 1991; Ransom and Megdal, 
1993; Ginther, 2006; Toutkoushian, 1998), promotions (Cole, 1979; Long, Allison, and 
McGuinness., 1993; Perna, 2001; Ginther, 2006), job prospects (Sonnert, 1990; Kolpin and 
Singell, 1996; Nakhaie, 2007), and funding opportunities (Ginther et al., 2011).  However, these 
correlational studies are subject to the criticism that they omitted one or more potentially 
important but unobservable control variables (e.g., see Erickson, 2011). 
Qualitative studies provide further evidence that bias continues to plague the Academy by 
showing that prejudice remains rampant at U.S. institutions of higher learning, creating an 
unpleasant environment for minority and female students and faculty (Clark and Corcoran, 1986; 
Anderson et al., 1993; Feagin and Sikes, 1995; Turner, Myers, and Creswell, 1999; Johnsrud and 
Sadao, 1998; Carr et al., 2000; Gersick, Dutton, and Bartunek, 2000).  However, because 
participants in qualitative studies know their responses are being recorded and analyzed, they 
may be influenced by a social-desirability bias (Greenwald and Banaji, 1995), and such studies 
cannot necessarily measure unconscious bias (Greenwald and Banaji, 1995; Valian, 1999; 
Bertrand, Chugh, and Mullainathan, 2005; Quillian, 2006; Pager and Shepherd, 2008; Ridgeway, 
2009; Sue, 2010) or provide insight into the magnitude of bias. 
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Two experiments conducted in academia in which professors evaluated hypothetical job 
applicants provide some causal evidence of discrimination against women (Steinpreis, Andres, 
and Ritzke, 1999; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012).  These studies, however, leave open questions 
about the persistence of gender bias in fields other than psychology, biology, physics, and 
chemistry, and whether bias affects minorities.  Further, both studies relied on a non-
representative sample of faculty (those who agreed to participate) who knew their conduct was 
being analyzed, a factor known to alter behavior (Greenwald and Banaji, 1995), and the faculty 
made recommendations that would not impact them directly, diminishing the studies’ external 
validity.  Thus, although extensive research reviewed here relying on correlational, qualitative, 
and laboratory methodologies suggests that bias remains a problem in the Academy, these 
findings remain open to criticism from those who argue bias is no longer a significant problem 
(Heckman, 1998; Ceci and Williams, 2011; Stockdill and Danico, 2012). 
Recent audit studies across a wide range of contexts outside of academia offer causal 
evidence with high external validity that discrimination continues to disadvantage minorities and 
women relative to White males with the same credentials.  This research has shown that White 
job candidates receive a 50% higher callback rate for interviews than identical Black job 
candidates (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004), Black and Latino job applicants with clean 
records are treated like Whites just released from prison (Pager, Western and Bonikowski, 2009), 
Blacks and Hispanics receive fewer opportunities to rent and purchase homes than Whites 
(Turner, et al., 2002; Turner and Ross, 2003), and women receive fewer interviews and offers 
than men for jobs in high-priced restaurants (Neumark, Bank, & Van Nort, 1996).  Together, 
these audit studies offer high experimental control and provide compelling evidence of 
discrimination in modern organizations.  The one published audit study conducted to date within 
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academia (using data from the same audit study analyzed in this paper) revealed that Black, 
Hispanic, Chinese, Indian, and female prospective PhD students receive less attention from 
faculty than White males (Milkman, Akinola, and Chugh, 2012), proving conclusively that bias 
remains a problem in the Academy.   
THE INFLUENCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS ON 
DISCRIMINATION 
Differences in Discrimination by Discipline 
Together, audit studies examining bias have primarily focused on documenting the 
existence of bias and measuring its magnitude but left open the critically important open question 
of how levels of bias may vary across environments.  Extensive past social psychology research 
suggests that bias will vary as a function of the organizational context in which actors are 
embedded (for a review, see Yzerbyt and Demoulin, 2010).  For instance, people’s values, which 
vary across organizational contexts, have been shown to relate to stereotype activation 
(Moskowitz, Gollwitzer, Wasel, & Schaal, 1999; Olson & Fazio, 2002, 2004; Towles - Schwen 
& Fazio, 2003) and thus would be expected to affect bias, influencing the degree to which 
discrimination manifests itself across environments.   
Tolbert and Oberfield (1991) theorize that heterogeneity in the gender composition of a 
university may result from multiple dynamics, including employer, constituency, and employee 
preferences, and find empirical support for the role of employer and constituency preferences on 
gender composition heterogeneity.  Given that we study bias in academia, where there is 
substantial variability in the constituencies and cultures of academic disciplines, we would 
expect to see considerable heterogeneity in levels of bias across these differing constituencies 
and cultures – more than would be expected simply by chance.  Demonstrating that such 
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variability indeed exists provides a platform for then exploring sources of variability.  Thus, our 
first and most basic hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis 1:  Discrimination will vary significantly more than would be expected by 
chance across academic disciplines. 
Differences in Discrimination by Minority-group Representation 
A subsequent question of considerable theoretical interest is what characteristics of a 
discipline we would expect to exacerbate bias.  Extensive past research suggests that individuals 
generally exhibit homophily and less bias against members of their own demographic group than 
against others (e.g., see McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook, 2001).  Social identity theory 
suggests that people tend to categorize themselves as similar or different from others based on 
shared identity-relevant traits (Tajfel and Turner, 1986), such as race and gender (Cota and Dion, 
1986; Porter and Washington, 1993; Frable, 1997).  Shared identities draw individuals together, 
creating a perception of similarity, which leads to attraction (Byrne, 1971; Lincoln and Miller, 
1979; Hogg and Terry, 2000), strong social ties (Ibarra, 1992), and better treatment of 
demographic in-group than out-group members.  For instance, organizational members tend to 
prefer those who share their demographics when promoting, hiring, and mentoring others 
(Kanter, 1977; Ragins and McFarlin, 1990; Barker et al., 1999), including in professional sports 
(Price and Wolfers, 2010).  This research suggests that minorities and women may exhibit less 
discriminatory behavior toward those who share their race or gender. 
Further, greater representation of minorities and women may accrue other benefits to 
these groups, including higher work satisfaction, commitment, and reduced turnover (Williams 
and O’Reilly, 1998; Zatzick, Elvira and Cohen, 2003), likely due to the combined effects of 
homophily and the redefined social constructions of identity that can emerge in such contexts 
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(Ely, 1995). While a small number of studies have hinted increases in the size of minority groups 
carry risks for minorities (e.g., Tolbert et al., 1995; McGinn and Milkman, 2013), most findings 
suggest that bias against women and minorities is likely to decline in settings where they are 
better represented.  Thus, we hypothesize: 
Hypothesis 2:  Bias against women and minorities will be less severe in disciplines 
where they are better-represented. 
Differences in Discrimination by Faculty Pay 
We predict that faculty pay may also relate to bias against women and minorities.  Recent 
psychological research has demonstrated that income strongly affects ethicality and generosity 
(Piff et al., 2010; Piff et al. 2012).  Specifically, individuals higher in socioeconomic status make 
less ethical and less generous decisions in correlational studies (Piff et al., 2010; Piff et al. 2012). 
In addition, priming money experimentally also reduces ethicality and generosity (Vohs, Mead 
and Goode, 2006; Gino and Pierce, 2009); across a series of experiments, participants primed 
with money (relative to a neutral prime) volunteered significantly less time to helping others and 
donated significantly less money to a charitable fund for students in need (Vohs, Mead and 
Goode, 2006).  In correlational studies, upper-class individuals were found to make more 
unethical driving decisions than lower-class individuals, violating traffic laws more frequently 
and placing pedestrians at greater risk, and further, wealthier individuals are more likely to lie, 
cheat, take valued goods from others, and endorse unethical behavior at work (Piff et al., 2012).  
In other words, across research using multiple methods (both studies that treat socioeconomic 
status as a trait and studies that explore the effects of priming money), the same negative 
association between money and generosity as well as ethicality arises.   
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A key question is why both wealthier individuals and those primed to focus on wealth or 
abundance tend to be both less ethical and less generous. The dominant theory is that these 
individuals exhibit a reduced sense of empathy and connectedness with others.  For instance, 
wealthier individuals demonstrate less empathetic accuracy than members of lower 
socioeconomic groups, and those induced to feel that they are higher in socioeconomic status 
(SES) than others perform worse at identifying emotions on pictures of faces (Krause, Côté and 
Keltner, 2010).  In addition, in interactions with strangers, lower SES individuals engage more 
fully (e.g., through greater eye contact) than higher SES individuals (Kraus and Keltner, 2009).   
Recent research has also linked income to an endorsement of systems that perpetuate 
social inequality.  Specifically, participants primed to think about money (versus those exposed 
to a neutral prime) were shown to (1) perceive the prevailing U.S. social system to be 
significantly more fair and legitimate, (2) be significantly more willing to rationalize social 
injustice, and (3) express a greater preference for group-based discrimination (Caruso et al., 
2012). This research suggests a causal link between income and race and gender bias.  If high 
incomes reduce egalitarianism, generosity, and racial tolerance, and increase support for systems 
that perpetuate social inequality, they may also produce discrimination.   
Finally, the taste-based theory of discrimination in economics suggests that decision 
makers who prefer to hire and associate with a particular type of individual or group will be 
willing pay more for this preference, thus driving up the labor costs associated with members of 
this group (Becker, 1971).  According to this perspective, only organizations with slack 
resources will have the financial capacity to act on their preference in hiring, suggesting that 
organizations with the resources to pay their faculty more also have the resources to engage in 
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taste-based discrimination (Tolbert and Oberfield, 1991).  Indeed, Tolbert and Oberfield (1991) 
found that universities with greater resources had lower percentages of women on their faculties.   
Thus, we hypothesize the following: 
Hypothesis 3:  Bias against women and minorities will be more severe in disciplines and 
at universities where professors are better paid. 
Study Overview: The Field Experiment Approach 
We rely on a natural field experiment (Carpenter, Harrison and List, 2004) to test our 
hypotheses, an environment in which “subjects naturally undertake these tasks” and “do not 
know that they are in an experiment” (Carpenter, Harrison and List, 2004:6).  Our methodology 
builds on past field experiments known as “audit studies” (e.g., Fix and Struyk, 1993; Bertrand 
and Mullainathan, 2004; Correll, Benard, and Paik, 2007; Pager, Western and Bonikowski, 2009; 
Rubineau and Kang, 2012), designed to measure bias by evaluating whether otherwise identical 
applicants for a valued outcome receive different treatment when race and/or gender-signaling 
information (such as the name atop a résumé or the appearance of someone acting out a script) is 
randomly varied (see Pager, 2007 for a discussion of this methodology). The natural field 
experiment method simultaneously offers ecological validity and experimental control (Pager, 
2007; Quillian, 2006).  In the examination of socially sensitive issues, particularly those related 
to bias, natural field experiments are particularly important because individuals are often 
unaware of or unwilling to reveal their biases when they recognize they are being studied 
(Greenwald and Banaji, 1995; Quillian, 2006).  Further, natural field experiments eliminate 
selection bias in participant populations induced by allowing individuals to self-select into 
experiments.   
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We report on new analyses of the data gathered in an experiment that was described 
previously in Milkman, Akinola, and Chugh (2012), which documented (1) the overall presence 
of bias in academia and (2) that decisions made for the future produce more discrimination than 
those made for today. We extend this research and work from prior audit studies examining 
discrimination in domains outside of academia in several important ways.  First, rather than 
examining bias in the Academy in aggregate (as in Milkman, Akinola, and Chugh, 2012) or 
exploring bias primarily in one discipline or in the STEM disciplines (as other non-audit-studies 
set in academia have done), we examine discrimination discipline by discipline and university by 
university. This allows us to identify variation in bias across academic disciplines and to test 
hypotheses about where bias is concentrated rather than simply documenting the existence of 
bias. Second, we move beyond previous narrow audit studies of discrimination outside of 
academia against one underrepresented group (e.g., women, Blacks) to examine the mistreatment 
of a wider range of groups (women, Black, Hispanic, Chinese, and Indian students), thus better 
reflecting the demographic heterogeneity of modern organizations.  Third, we examine bias at a 
pathway to the Academy, rather than at a gateway, highlighting the possibility that 
underrepresentation may be caused by factors influencing prospective applicants’ decisions 
before they even apply for valued opportunities, beginning a process of cumulative disadvantage 
rarely captured in audit research.   
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
Study Participants  
We began by constructing a faculty subject pool.  The primary criteria for selecting 
faculty participants was their affiliation with a doctoral program at one of the 259 universities on 
the U.S. mainland ranked in U.S. News and World Report’s 2010 “Best Colleges” issue.  From 
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these universities, we identified 6,300 doctoral programs and approximately 200,000 faculty 
affiliated with those programs.  We then randomly selected one to two faculty from each doctoral 
program, yielding 6,548 faculty subjects.2  From university websites, we collected each 
professor’s email address, rank (full, associate, assistant, or n/a), gender, race (Caucasian, Black, 
Hispanic, Chinese, Indian, or Other; see Appendix for a discussion of our methods for 
classifying faculty race and gender), as well as university and department affiliations.   
The faculty sample was selected in two different ways to facilitate a statistical 
examination of the impact of shared race between the student and professor.  The first selection 
method involved identifying an entirely random (and thus representative) sample of 4,375 
professors (87% Caucasian, 2% Hispanic, 1% Black, 3% Indian, 4% Chinese, 3% Other; 69% 
Male).  The second selection method involved over-sampling faculty who were not Caucasian, 
allowing us the necessary statistical power to test whether minorities are less (or more) biased 
toward students sharing their race.  To examine whether the race and gender of faculty influence 
the degree to which bias is exhibited against minority and female prospective students, 2,173 
additional minority faculty were picked for inclusion the study (29% Hispanic, 21% Black, 21% 
                                                            
2 The study was executed in two segments.  In March 2010, a small pilot study was carried out, and in April 2010, 
the primary study was conducted.  The pilot study conducted in March of 2010 included 248 faculty – one randomly 
selected tenure-track faculty member from 248 of the set of 259 universities (the 11 universities omitted from our 
pilot were omitted due to data collection errors).  It also included just two fictional prospective doctoral students – 
Lamar Washington and Brad Anderson. The primary study conducted in April of 2010 included a single tenure-track 
faculty member from each of the 6,300 doctoral programs at the U.S. universities, meaning we included an average 
of 24 faculty members per university.  One affiliated, tenure-track faculty member was randomly selected from each 
doctoral program to participate, and each of the 20 prospective student names listed in Table 1 was included in the 
April 2010 study. The data from the pilot study did not differ meaningfully from those in the primary study thus we 
combined these data.  Our results are all robust to including an indicator variable for pilot data, which is never 
significant. 
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Indian, 29% Chinese, 68% Male),3 thus ensuring a sufficiently large sample for an analysis of 
same-race faculty-student pairs.   
In all of our graphs and summary statistics, observations are sample weighted to account 
for the oversampling of minority faculty members in our study and unbalanced random 
assignment of faculty to conditions (same-race faculty-student pairs were over-represented in our 
random assignment algorithm, details in Experimental Procedures Section).  Thus, all graphs 
and summary statistics can be interpreted as reporting results from a representative faculty 
sample (Cochran, 1963; see Appendix for a detailed discussion of our precise sample weighting 
methodology). Notably, however, all results and figures remain meaningfully unchanged if 
sample weights are removed. 
Experimental Stimuli and Procedures   
All emails from prospective students sent to faculty were identical except for two 
components.  First, the race (Caucasian, Black, Hispanic, Indian, Chinese) and gender signaled 
by the name of the sender was randomly assigned (see Table 1 for details about the names used 
and their selection method; see Appendix for further details regarding our name selection 
methodology).   
-------------------------------- 
Insert Table 1 about here 
-------------------------------- 
 
Second, half of the emails indicated that the student would be on campus that very day, 
while the other half indicated that the student would be on campus one week in the future (next 
Monday), a change that was the focus of a previous paper analyzing the effects of temporal 
                                                            
3 While an ideal sample would have had the same representation for each minority group, identifying Hispanic and 
Chinese faculty through automated methods was easier than identifying Indian and Black faculty, leading to 
different identification rates with our oversampling strategy. 
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distance on discrimination (Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2012).  The precise wording of emails 
received by faculty was as follows: 
Subject Line:  Prospective Doctoral Student (On Campus Today/[Next Monday]) 
 
Dear Professor [Surname of Professor Inserted Here], 
 
I am writing you because I am a prospective doctoral student with considerable interest in your 
research.  My plan is to apply to doctoral programs this coming fall, and I am eager to learn as 
much as I can about research opportunities in the meantime. 
 
I will be on campus today/[next Monday], and although I know it is short notice, I was 
wondering if you might have 10 minutes when you would be willing to meet with me to briefly 
talk about your work and any possible opportunities for me to get involved in your research.   
Any time that would be convenient for you would be fine with me, as meeting with you is my 
first priority during this campus visit. 
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
[Student’s Full Name Inserted Here] 
 
Emails were queued in random order and designated to be sent at 8a.m. in the time zone 
corresponding to the relevant faculty member’s university.  To minimize the time faculty spent 
on our study, we prepared (and promptly sent) a series of scripted replies cancelling any 
commitments from faculty that had been elicited and curtailing future communications.  See 
Appendix for details regarding the human subjects protections in this study.  
Assignment of faculty to experimental conditions was stratified by their gender, race, 
rank, and time zone (EST, CST, MST and PST) to ensure balance on these dimensions across 
conditions.  In addition, as described above, we ensured that same-race faculty-student pairings 
were overrepresented to allow for a statistically powered examination of the effects of matched 
race.  First, two-thirds of the Caucasian faculty from the representative sample of 4,375 
professors, and all non-Caucasian faculty from this representative sample, were randomly 
assigned to one of the experimental conditions in our study with equal probability, except that no 
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professors in this group were assigned to receive an email from a student who shared their race.  
Then, all oversampled non-Caucasian faculty (N=2,173) as well as the final third of Caucasian 
faculty (N=1,294) were assigned to receive emails from students of their race (e.g., oversampled 
Hispanic faculty received emails from Hispanic students).  For these participants, only the 
gender of the prospective student and the timing of the student’s request (today vs. next week) 
were randomized.   
In total, 6,548 emails were sent from fictional prospective doctoral students to the same 
number of faculty.  Experimental cell sizes varied somewhat (depending on our identification 
rate, oversampling faculty to allow for statistically meaningful rates of matched-race faculty-
student pairs, and as a result of our pilot study, which only included Caucasian Male and Black 
Male students); cell size by prospective student race and gender were as follows:  Caucasian 
Male (N=791), Caucasian Female (N=669), Black Male (N=696), Black Female (N=579), 
Hispanic Male (N=668), Hispanic Female (N=671), Indian Male (N=572), Indian Female 
(N=578), Chinese Male (N=661), and Chinese Female (N=663). 
Supplementary Data 
Data about academic disciplines.  To categorize the academic disciplines of faculty in 
our study, we relied on categories created by the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics.  
This center conducts a National Study of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF) at regular intervals 
(most recently in 2004) and classifies faculty into one of 11 broad and 133 narrow academic 
disciplines (see:  http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/nsopf/). The NSOPF survey results were available as 
summary statistics describing various characteristics of survey respondents both by broad and 
narrow academic discipline.   
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A research assistant examined each faculty member’s academic department and classified 
that faculty member into one of the NSOPF’s 11 broad and 133 narrow disciplinary categories.  
Of the 6,548 faculty in our study, 29 worked in fields that either could not be classified or 
identified and were thus dropped from our analyses.  The remaining professors were classified 
into one of 10 of the NSOPF’s 11 broad disciplinary categories (the category with no 
representation was Vocational Education) and into one of 109 of the NSOPF’s 133 narrow 
disciplinary categories (see Appendix Table A2 for a list of categories). 
We examine how several variables collected by the NSOFP’s most recent survey by 
narrow academic discipline affect levels of discrimination in our study: the percentage of faculty 
in a discipline who are women (M=38%; S.D.=21%) and members of different racial groups 
(Caucasian (M=85%; S.D.=8%), Black (M=6%; S.D.=4%), Hispanic (M=3%; S.D.=3%) and 
Asian (M=10%; S.D.=8%)), the percentage of Ph.D. students in a discipline who are members of 
different racial groups (Caucasian (M=76%; S.D.=4%), Black (M=10%; S.D.=3%), Hispanic 
(M=7%; S.D.=2%), and Asian (M=7%; S.D.=2%),4 and the average nine-month faculty salary in 
a discipline.  
Data about universities.  For each of the national U.S. universities ranked in U.S. News 
and World Report’s “Best Colleges” issue, U.S. News reports numerous facts describing the 
university during the 2009-2010 academic school year that were merged with our experimental 
data.  First, each school’s ranking was included (1-260).  Second, U.S. News reports on whether 
each school is a private or public institution (37% of those in our sample are private; 63% are 
public).  Third, U.S. News reports on the demographic breakdown of the undergraduate student 
                                                            
4 Note that the NSOFP does not include statistics about the percentage of students who are female nor does the 
NSOFP provide statistics on Chinese and Indian faculty or student separately – they report on a single “Asian” 
category. 
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body (female (M=52%; S.D.=9%), Caucasian (M=68%; S.D.=19%), Black (M=11%; 
S.D.=16%), Hispanic (M=8%; S.D.=9%), and Asian (M=9%; S.D.=9%)) as well as the 
percentage of a university’s faculty who are female (M=38%; S.D.=8%).  We rely on each these 
university characteristics in our analyses of faculty response rates to emails from white males 
versus women and minorities.    
Statistical Analyses   
Regression specifications.  To study the effects of various potential moderators (i.e., 
department and university characteristics) on faculty members’ level of responsiveness to emails 
from women and minorities in aggregate relative to Caucasian males, we use the following 
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression specification: 
response_receivedi= α + ß1*moderatori + ß2*min-femi*moderatori + ß3*blacki + ß4*hispanici + 
ß5*indiani + ß6*chinesei + ß7*femalei + ß8*blacki*femalei + 
ß9*hispanici*femalei + ß10*indian*femalei + ß11*chinesei*femalei + θ*Xi 
where response_receivedi is an indicator variable that takes on a value of one when faculty 
member i responded to the email requesting a meeting and zero otherwise, 5 min-femi is an 
indicator variable that takes on a value of one when a meeting request is from a racial minority or 
female student and a value of zero otherwise, moderatori is a (standardized) variable that 
corresponds to a given moderator of interest (e.g., percentage of faculty in a given narrow 
discipline who are female), blacki is an indicator variable taking on a value of one when a 
                                                            
5 Nearly all faculty responses to students in our study conveyed a willingness to offer assistance or guidance, but due 
to scheduling constraints, many encouraging faculty responses did not include an immediate offer to meet with the 
student on the requested date.  In previously reported analyses of our data (Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2012), it 
was determined that all bias against women and minorities in this experiment occurs at the email response stage.  
Specifically, faculty respond to (and therefore also agree to meet with) women and minorities at a significantly 
lower rate than Caucasian males.  However, once a faculty member responds to a student, no additional 
discrimination is observed on the decision of whether to respond affirmatively or negatively.  In other words, all 
discrimination observed on the decision of whether to meet with a student results from e-mail non-responses, which 
is thus the outcome variable on which we focus our attention here. 
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meeting request comes from a Black student and zero otherwise, and so on for other race/gender 
indicator variables, Xi is a vector of other control variables, and θ is a vector of regression 
coefficients.  Xi includes indicators for whether the professor contacted was: Black, Hispanic, 
Indian, or Chinese; a member of another minority group besides those listed previously; male; an 
assistant, associate, or full professor; another rank besides assistant, associate or full professor; 
the same race as the student emailing and Black; the same race as the student emailing and 
Hispanic; the same race as the student emailing and Indian; the same race as the student emailing 
and Chinese; and asked to meet with the student today (as opposed to next week).  Based on the 
finding from previous research using this audit study data that discrimination primarily arises in 
decisions made for the future (Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2012), we also control for the 
interaction between the indicator for a student being on campus today and min-femi.  Finally, we 
control for the contacted professor’s university’s (standardized) U.S. News 2010 ranking.   
To separately examine the treatment of each minority group studied, we rely on the 
regression specification described above but replace the predictor variable min-femi with nine 
indicators for the nine race and gender groups studied besides Caucasian males (e.g., a dummy 
variable for Caucasian female students, for Black male students, etc.; Caucasian males are the 
omitted category).   
We estimate the equation described above using an OLS regression and cluster standard 
errors by a faculty member’s academic discipline and university affiliation.  We rely on OLS 
regression models to evaluate this data for ease of presentation (further, Ai and Norton (2003) 
have demonstrated that standard errors on interaction terms in logistic and probit regressions can 
be unreliable). However, our findings are nearly identical if we instead rely on logistic regression 
models (see Appendix). 
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Our primary regression results are presented without sample weights but instead 
including controls for the various variables used to select our sample and allocate assignment to 
conditions. Including these controls serves the same purpose as including sample weights 
because they account for our experiment’s unbalanced random assignment (Winship and Radbill, 
1994).  Thus, all regression results can be interpreted as if the population studied were a 
representative sample of faculty.  All reported regression results are robust to the inclusion of 
sample weights and one-way clustering of standard errors. 
RESULTS 
Descriptive Statistics  
We examine whether a given email generates a reply from a given professor in our 
experiment within one week, by which point responses had essentially asymptoted to zero (with 
95% of responses received within 48 hours and just 0.4% arriving on the seventh and final day of 
our study).  The final sample of faculty included 43% full professors, 27% associate professors, 
25% associate professors, and 5% professors who were either emeritus or of unknown rank.  
Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for our faculty participant sample.  Sixty-seven percent of the 
emails sent to faculty from prospective doctoral students elicited a response. All 
underrepresented groups studied experienced lower response rates than Caucasian males, as 
reported in a previous paper (Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2012). Notably, as Table 2 shows, 
the raw average response rate to Caucasian males is directionally higher than the raw average 
response rate to minorities and females (the “discriminatory gap”) in all but one broad discipline 
(fine arts) and is considerably larger at (higher-paying) private schools than at public schools 
(private schools pay $34,687 higher yearly salaries, on average; Byrne, 2008).    
-------------------------------- 
Insert Table 2 about here 
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Multivariate Analyses 
Bias as a function of broad academic discipline (Hypothesis 1).  In regression 
analyses, we find that a significant (rather than merely directional) discriminatory gap is present 
in all but two disciplines in the Academy. Figure 1a plots coefficient estimates and their 
associated standard errors from OLS regressions, which indicate the magnitude and significance 
of the bias (referred to as “the discriminatory gap”) in each broad academic discipline.  
-------------------------------- 
Insert Figure 1 about here 
-------------------------------- 
 
These are statistical estimates (from regression equations) of the same gaps presented in 
Table 2 as raw summary statistics.  Specifically, Figure 1a plots the coefficient estimates from a 
regression in which an email response is predicted by interactions between (1) an indicator for 
whether a student is a minority or female and (2) indicators for each broad academic discipline 
studied (e.g., business, fine arts, etc.).  The regression coefficients on these interaction terms 
capture the predicted discriminatory gap for each discipline.  These OLS regressions include the 
full vector of control variables, Xi, described in the Regression Specifications section, indicators 
for student race and gender, and indicators for a professor’s discipline. Standard errors are 
clustered by student name.   
Figure 1b again plots the discriminatory gap based on coefficient estimates from OLS 
regressions using the same specifications, but breaks out the race/gender of the student to show 
levels of bias against each group studied (both effects that are significant and those that are 
directional but not significant; see Appendix for a nearly identical graph plotting raw summary 
statistics). Figure 1b demonstrates that the regression results plotted in Figure 1a are not driven 
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by the treatment of a particular race or gender of student, although, notably, students of Asian 
descent experience particularly pronounced bias (contrary to what past research on stereotypes of 
Asians as “model minorities” might predict, Lin et al., 2005).  Seven of the ten discipline-by-
discipline estimates of the “discriminatory gap” in the treatment of minorities and females 
relative to Caucasian males in Figure 1a are statistically significant (p’s < 0.05), and an eighth is 
marginally significant (social sciences; p < 0.10), indicating that in all broad disciplines except 
health sciences and humanities, women and minorities are ignored at rates that differ from 
Caucasian male students.   
Notably, the regression analyses presented in Figure 1a and the summary statistics 
presented in Table 2 suggest that bias may play a greater role in impeding female and minority 
careers in certain disciplines than in others.  Specifically, a Wald Test of the hypothesis that the 
discriminatory gaps estimated across disciplines are jointly equal to one another indicates that 
our coefficient estimates of the size of the discriminatory gap by discipline differ significantly 
more from one another than would be expected by chance (F=7.63; p<0.001), supporting 
Hypothesis 1.  For example, bias against women and minorities is significantly higher in 
disciplines such as business and education than in the social sciences, humanities, and natural 
sciences (for all six paired comparisons, p’s < 0.05).  
Importantly, the differences in bias faced across disciplines across the nine female and 
minority groups studied are highly correlated.  The Cronbach’s alpha assessing the “scale 
reliability” of the bias detected against these nine different groups (with data points 
corresponding to bias levels in each of the ten disciplines studied from Figure 1b) is 0.87.  Of the 
36 paired correlation coefficients produced by comparing columns from Figure 1b, 94% (or all 
but two) are positive, and the average correlation is 0.47 (median correlation = 0.52).  Thus, 
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combining women and minorities to examine these students’ treatment together in many of our 
analyses (while also presenting results broken down group by group) appears appropriate. 
Our remaining analyses of bias across disciplines examine bias at the level of a 
professor’s narrow academic discipline (e.g., accounting, chemistry, music; see NSOFP, 2004 
and Appendix Table A2 for discipline classifications), where we have 89 disciplines to examine 
rather than 10.6  By looking at levels of bias across these 89, narrower disciplinary categories, we 
will have a sufficiently large sample of disciplines to investigate our hypotheses (H2 and H3) 
regarding what moderates the size of the discriminatory gap. 
Representation of Females and Minorities as a Moderator of Bias (Hypothesis 2).  
As described in the Regression Specifications section, we estimate a series of regressions to 
explore whether differences in bias across narrow disciplines or universities are correlated with 
variance in the representation of women and minorities.  Said simply, we test whether disciplines 
or universities with more minorities (in aggregate, or from specific groups) and women are less 
likely to show bias against these groups (H2).  
In Table 3, Model 1, to determine whether differences in bias across narrow disciplines 
are correlated with variance in the representation of minorities or females in those disciplines, we 
rely on the regression specification described in the Regression Specifications section, including 
moderator variables that capture the percentage of female, Black, Hispanic, and Asian faculty 
and Black, Hispanic, and Asian graduate students in each professor’s narrow discipline 
according to the 2004 NSOFP survey.   
-------------------------------- 
Insert Table 3 about here 
                                                            
6 Faculty in our sample represented 109 of the 133 narrow NSOPF disciplines.  Twenty of the 109 narrow 
disciplinary categories in which faculty in our study were classified were disciplines for which the 2004 NSOFP 
survey reported no data, leaving us with 89 analyzable narrow disciplines. 
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As the Regression Specifications section details, in analyses that disaggregate women and 
minorities, we both include these moderators as main effects and interact these variables with an 
indicator for an email sent by a student in the relevant demographic group (female, Black, 
Hispanic, or Asian).  Appendix Table A1 describes each of the primary predictor variables 
included in Table 3 (and in Table 4).  
For example, in Model 1, the first predictor listed is the variable “Faculty % Black,” and 
the coefficient estimate on this predictor captures the main effect of a one standard deviation 
increase in the percentage of black faculty at a university on the likelihood of receiving a 
response.  The second predictor listed is the interaction term “(Fac%Black) x (Black Student),” 
which represents the effect of a one standard deviation increase in the percentage of black faculty 
at a university on a black student’s likelihood of receiving a response.  Model 1 shows that none 
of these interaction terms significantly predicts faculty responsiveness, although Asian students 
are marginally less likely to receive a response in fields with more Asian graduate students.  
Model 2 shows that aggregating minority groups together by combining Black, Hispanic, and 
Asian faculty into a single “minority faculty” group and similarly combining minority PhD 
students produces the same null results.  Together, these results suggest that representation (as 
captured by our demographic composition variables) is not predictive of bias. 
Although this finding may seem surprising, our modeling strategy already accounts for 
any direct benefits of a student reaching out to a faculty member sharing his or her race or gender 
by including indicator variables accounting for matched race and gender. Thus, the only 
remaining pathway through which representation could impact response rates is by affecting the 
bias towards women and minorities shown by faculty who do not share a student’s race or 
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gender.  However, across all models in Table 3, we also observe no benefits to women of 
contacting female faculty, consistent with recent work by Moss-Racusin et al. (2012).  Similarly, 
consistent with findings presented in Milkman, Akinola, and Chugh (2012), only Chinese 
students experience significant benefits from contacting same-race faculty (the effect is 
marginally significant for Indian students contacting Indian faculty, and other groups do not 
benefit at all; see Table 3).  Thus far, we find essentially no evidence that bias against women 
and minorities is lower in disciplines with higher female and minority representation.   
Before turning away from the possibility that faculty in areas with greater representation 
of women and minorities are less biased against women and minorities, we look at additional 
measures capturing the representation of women and minorities across 247 different universities 
in our sample using available data on minority and female representation at these institutions.  In 
Table 3, Model 3 we add moderator variables to our model for the proportion of Blacks, 
Hispanics, Asians,7 and females in a university’s undergraduate population and for the 
proportion of faculty at a university who are female, as reported by U.S. News (U.S. News and 
World Report, 2010).  Again, we find no relationship between representation and discrimination.  
In fact, the only significant relationship we detect is a reduction in the rate of response to 
Hispanic students at universities with higher Hispanic representation – a result that goes in the 
opposite of the direction one would expect if greater representation were associated with reduced 
bias. Model 4 shows that aggregating minority groups by combining Black, Hispanic, and Asian 
undergraduates into a single “minority undergraduate” group produces the same null results. 
These analyses thus provide further evidence that faculty bias is unaltered by the proportion of 
women and minorities in a professor’s work environment. 
                                                            
7 US News provides statistics about a single category of “Asian” students and provides no statistics on the ethnic 
breakdown of university faculty. 
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Pay as a moderator of bias (Hypothesis 3).  In examining summary statistics from our 
data, we observe an impressive correlation (with insufficient sample size to reach statistical 
significance, N=10) between average faculty salary and the size of the discriminatory gap by 
broad discipline (rregression-estimated-discriminatory-gap,pay=0.4), consistent with our third hypothesis.  
Average nine-month salaries reported in the 2004 NSOFP survey by narrow discipline in our 
sample varied from $30,211 (Dance) to $118,786 (Medicine) with a standard deviation of 
$13,265, and Figure 2 reveals a strong correlation between average salary by narrow discipline 
and the size of the discriminatory gap in our raw data as well, supporting Hypothesis 3.   
-------------------------------- 
Insert Figure 2 about here 
-------------------------------- 
 
In a regression exploring the relationship between salary and discrimination shown in 
Table 4, Model 5, we find that a $13,265 salary increase predicts a significant, five percentage 
point drop in the response rate to minorities and females (p < 0.01), but there is no predicted 
change in the response rate to Caucasian males (p = 0.70).  In other words, the predicted 
discriminatory gap widens by five percentage points for every standard deviation increase in a 
discipline’s salary.  Notably, if we disaggregate the nine separate female and minority groups 
studied, greater bias is observed in higher-paid disciplines for every group.  Specifically, the 
effect of a one standard deviation increase in salary on the size of the discriminatory gap for each 
student group studied is as follows: Caucasian F: +2.9% (S.E.=2.6%); Black M: +3.8% 
(S.E.=2.4%); Black F: +4.9% (S.E.=2.9%); Hispanic M: +2.2% (S.E.=2.5%); Hispanic F: +4.7% 
(S.E.=2.5%); Chinese M: +4.9% (S.E.=2.9%); Chinese F: +4.6% (S.E.=2.5%); Indian M: +6.7% 
(S.E.=2.6%); and Indian F: +5.5% (S.E.=2.2%). 
-------------------------------- 
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Insert Table 4 about here 
-------------------------------- 
In addition to espousing different values than their public counterparts, private 
institutions also pay higher salaries ($34,687 higher on average; Byrne, 2008); therefore, we 
investigate whether levels of bias vary between public (Npublic=163) and private universities 
(Nprivate=96).  First, we find a meaningful difference in bias by institution type, controlling for a 
university’s prestige with its U.S. News ranking (2010).  The regression-estimated size of the 
discriminatory gap experienced by minorities and females is 16.1 percentage points at private 
schools (std. err. = 2.8%) and 6.2 percentage points at public schools (std. err. = 3.2%), a 
significant difference (p < 0.001).  Figure 3 plots OLS regression estimates and their associated 
standard errors from analyses of the magnitude and significance of bias for each race/gender 
group studied, highlighting that the public-private gap is persistent across all groups included in 
our research (again controlling for U.S. News ranking; note that these OLS estimates of bias are 
nearly identical to raw summary statistics shown in the Appendix).   
-------------------------------- 
Insert Figure 3 about here 
-------------------------------- 
 
In Table 4, Model 6 presents the results of regression analyses testing the effects of 
faculty pay by discipline on the size of the discriminatory gap.  Here, we find that the predicted 
discriminatory gap is 15 percentage points larger at private institutions than at public institutions 
(p < 0.001).   
Interestingly, Models 7 and 8 in Table 4 highlight two measures of status that are 
unrelated to bias in our sample.  Model 7 reveals that a school’s U.S. News ranking is not 
significantly correlated with the school’s level of bias (p = 0.91). Model 8 shows that a faculty 
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member’s academic rank (associate, assistant, or full professor) is also an insignificant predictor 
of bias (p = 0.94). 
DISCUSSION 
 Through a field experiment set in academia, we show experimentally that nearly every 
academic discipline exhibits race and gender bias at a key pathway to the Academy.  We also 
demonstrate that bias varies more than would be expected by chance across different broad 
academic disciplines.  And we explore characteristics shared by the disciplines most biased 
against women and minorities, offering insights into factors that may contribute to the 
widespread underrepresentation of women and many minority groups. In exploring the causes of 
this variation, we find no relationship between representation in a discipline (or university) and 
levels of bias, contradicting our second hypothesis. However, we do find a robust relationship 
between pay and bias, whereby faculty in higher-paid disciplines are less responsive to minority 
and female students than to Caucasian males.  We also find significantly greater bias against 
every female and minority student group studied at private universities (which pay higher 
salaries) than at public universities. 
 Our study is the first to explore bias experimentally throughout the Academy not only at 
an early career stage but also (a) with a representative faculty sample and (b) with a subject pool 
unbiased by the prospect of being observed by researchers. These findings offer evidence that 
bias affects female and minority prospective academics seeking mentoring at a critical early 
career juncture in the fields of business, education, human services, engineering, and computer 
sciences, natural/physical sciences, and math, and marginally in the social sciences. In addition, 
bias harms Caucasian males in the fine arts. Notably, the magnitude of the bias we find is quite 
large. In the most discriminatory discipline we observe in our study – business – minorities and 
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females seeking guidance are ignored at 2.6 times the rate of Caucasian males, and even in the 
least discriminatory academic discipline – the humanities (where bias does not reach statistical 
significance) – minorities and females are still ignored at 1.3 times the rate of Caucasian males.  
Such differences in treatment could have meaningful career consequences for individuals and 
meaningful societal consequences as well.   
 Further, our findings reveal how seemingly small, daily decisions made by faculty about 
guidance and mentoring can generate bias that disadvantages minorities and females.  These 
“micro-inequities” (Rowe, 1981; 2008) and “micro-aggressions” (Sue, 2010) are often on the 
pathways that lead to (or emerge after) gateways.  It is important to recognize that bias, even if 
unintended, in the way faculty make informal, ostensibly small choices can have negative 
repercussions (Petersen, Saporta, and Seidel, 2000), especially as seemingly small differences in 
treatment can accumulate (Valian, 1999; DiPrete and Eirich, 2006). 
 Our research contributes to the literature on discrimination in organizations broadly and 
in academia specifically in several important ways.  First, we contribute to past research 
exploring bias in academia by answering the critical question of whether bias in the sciences 
extends beyond women (Steinpreis, Andres, and Ritzke., 1999; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012) to 
minorities. Indeed, consistent with findings from previous correlational and qualitative research, 
we find that minorities are discriminated against in the STEM fields, likely contributing to the 
underrepresentation of Black and Hispanic faculty in these disciplines (National Science 
Foundation, 2009). Second, we answer the question of where in academia race and gender bias is 
most severe, revealing that the fields of business and education exhibit the greatest bias and that 
the humanities and social sciences exhibit the least.  Finally, and most relevant to organizational 
scholars, we explore characteristics shared by disciplines that are most biased against women and 
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minorities. We find that higher pay is correlated with greater bias (both within disciplines and 
across lower- vs. higher-paying [public vs. private] institutions); somewhat surprisingly, higher 
representation of women and minorities in a discipline or university does not protect against bias. 
Next, we discuss possible explanations for these findings and provide further data supporting the 
hypothesis (H3) that a higher income goes hand in hand with more extreme discrimination. 
Pay and Discrimination 
We have hypothesized and found evidence supporting the hypothesis that discrimination 
is greater in higher-paid professional environments, basing this hypothesis on past research 
showing that high incomes reduce egalitarianism and generosity (Piff et al., 2010; Piff et al. 
2012; Caruso et al., 2012).  To further test this possibility, we conducted a follow-up study to 
supplement our field experiment.  We recruited 128 participants through Amazon’s Mechanical 
Turk to complete a five minute online survey in exchange for $0.25 (63 male, 65 female; Mage = 
33.2, S.D.age = 11.7; 73% Caucasian).  Six items from the Attitudes Towards Blacks Scale 
(Brigham, 1993) were first presented to participants (e.g., “Black and white people are inherently 
equal”).  Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with each statement 
on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) (M  = 5.53; S.D. = 1.63; 
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.82).  Next, on a separate page, participants responded to questions 
assessing attitudes about women’s rights and racial policy (Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth and 
Malle, 1994), such as  “Which of the following objects, events or statements do you have 
positive or negative feelings towards?” with a response scale ranging from 1 (very negative) to 7 
(very positive).  They were then presented with four items related to women’s rights (e.g., 
“Equal pay for women”) (M = 6.16; S.D. = 1.13; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.71) and seven related to 
racial policy (e.g., “Helping minorities get a better education”) (M = 4.96; S.D. = 1.92; 
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Cronbach’s alpha = 0.83).  Finally, participants were asked a series of questions about their 
demographics.  Social class was measured in three different ways, all following previous 
research by Kraus and Keltner (2009).  Participants indicated their highest level of educational 
achievement and their annual household income.  They also completed an online version of the 
MacArthur Scale of subjective social status (SSS; Adler et al., 2000).  This involved viewing a 
picture of a ladder with 10 rungs representing people with different levels of education, income, 
and occupational status and selecting the rung where they felt they stood relative to others in 
their community.   
Across the three scales (and 17 items) designed to measure discriminatory attitudes, the 
Cronbach’s alpha was 0.89 (M =  5.44; S.D. = 1.72).  Thus, we standardized and summed these 
17 items to create a single measure of bias (with higher scores indicating less bias toward women 
and minorities). We test the hypothesis that bias is higher among participants with higher income 
by examining the correlation between self-reported income and bias. There is a significant and 
negative correlation between our measure of tolerance for women and minorities and self-
reported income (r = -0.22; p = 0.012).  Further, when we standardize and sum our three 
measures of social class (income, education, and SSS), we find a significant, negative correlation 
between this social class index and our bias index (r = -0.24; p = 0.007). Separate explorations of 
the nine possible correlations between our three separate bias scales and our three separate 
measures of social class reveal that each correlation is in the predicted direction: higher social 
class is always associated with greater bias.  In short, we find that those with higher income and 
higher social class exhibit significantly more bias against women and minorities.   
Taken together, these results provide support for the possibility that those with higher 
incomes are more biased than those with lower incomes against women and minorities.  If higher 
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incomes reduce racial tolerance and increase support for systems that perpetuate social 
inequality, they may also produce discrimination.    
Importantly, however, there are alternative explanations for the finding that higher-paid 
faculty and faculty at private schools are more biased. One possibility is that the populations of 
faculty who choose (or are selected) to work in higher-paid fields and at private (versus public) 
institutions have different values and priorities than other faculty.  The very fact that levels of 
underrepresentation vary across disciplines highlights that different types of people fill the 
faculty ranks in different areas of the Academy.  For instance, women pursue careers in math and 
science at markedly lower rates than men (Handelsman et al., 2005).  Further, individuals select 
unevenly into disciplines on many other dimensions besides race and gender (e.g., mathematical 
ability, vocabulary, social skills); therefore, it may be that more discriminatory individuals prefer 
to work in higher-paid fields and at private institutions.  While we cannot rule out faculty 
selection as an explanation for any of our findings, it is not at all clear why higher-paid 
disciplines would attract less egalitarian and more discriminatory faculty, and future research 
exploring this question is needed. 
Another possibility is that the treatment of faculty differs across institutions and schools.  
For instance, differing university policies between private and public institutions might be 
responsible for the differences detected in bias across these two types of schools.  Similarly, 
disciplines with higher pay might tend to instill different values in their faculty, provide them 
with different training, or institute different policies than those with lower pay, altering observed 
levels of bias.  Considerable past research, particularly in social psychology, has emphasized the 
power of one’s situation to influence behavior (Ross and Nisbitt, 1991).  While we again cannot 
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rule out the possibility that policies or values drive differential discrimination as a function of 
faculty pay, it is again not clear why such a link would exist. 
Multiple processes may have worked in concert to produce the bias we detect, or bias 
may be driven by another variable correlated with pay. However, our findings contribute to a 
growing body of theory and research linking money and egalitarianism and importantly point 
toward income as a previously unexplored moderator of race and gender bias. 
Representation, Shared Characteristics, and Discrimination 
 We have reported two counterintuitive findings:  1) representation does not reduce bias 
and 2) there are no benefits to women of contacting female faculty nor to Black or Hispanic 
students of contacting same-race faculty. These results are consistent with past research showing 
that stereotypes are firmly held even by members of the groups to which those stereotypes apply 
(Nosek, Banaji, and Greenwald, 2002) and that female scientists are just as biased against female 
job applicants as male scientists (Moss-Racusin et al., 2012).  Importantly, our findings suggest 
that although past work has shown benefits accruing to females and minorities from increases in 
female and minority representation in a given organization, these benefits may not be the result 
of reduced bias but rather of other mechanisms, such as the availability of role models or 
changes in culture associated with increasing demographic diversity. Our work reveals that when 
a field boasts impressive representation of minorities and women within its ranks, this cannot be 
assumed to eliminate or even necessarily reduce bias.  More specifically, no discipline, 
university, or institution in general should assume that its demographic composition will 
immunize it against the risk of exhibiting discrimination. 
 Moreover, it would be inaccurate to assume that the bias we detect is not contributing 
to the under-representation of women and minorities at the doctoral and faculty ranks.  As 
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extensive past research has highlighted, the under-representation of women and minorities in 
nearly every academic discipline can be attributed to bias and other forces, including isolation, 
availability of mentors, preferences, lifestyle choices, occupational stress, devaluation of 
research conducted primarily by women and minorities, and token-hire misconceptions (Menges 
and Exum, 1983; Turner, Myers and Creswell, 1999; Correll, 2001; Croson and Gneezy, 2009; 
Ceci et al., 2011).  Ultimately, our results document that bias remains a problem in academia and 
highlight where this particular contributor to underrepresentation most needs attention.   
Implications for Organizations 
 It has been suggested that changing the attitudes of minorities and women toward 
challenging career paths and making the work environment more accommodating of varied 
cultures and lifestyles will increase diversity (e.g. Rosser and Lane, 2002), yet our findings 
highlight that these efforts will likely be insufficient to entirely close the representation gap.  In 
addition to critically important steps to increase diversity on the “supply side,” our research 
suggests that achieving parity will also require tackling bias on the “demand side.”   
 Natural approaches to combating bias in organizations focus on altering procedures at 
formal gateway decision points.  Our findings underscore the need for attention to the possibility 
of bias at every stage when members of organizations make decisions about how to treat aspiring 
colleagues, including informal interactions that organizations are unlikely to monitor but may be 
able to influence (Rowe, 1981; 2008). Thus, our findings suggest that systems to prevent 
discrimination in formal processes (such as hiring and admission in academia) should be 
partnered with systems to nudge decision-makers away from the unintended biases that affect 
their informal decisions.  
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 Additionally, while our study contributes to our understanding of discrimination in 
organizations broadly, policy makers and university leaders should be aware of the particular 
need for academic programs designed to combat bias, particularly in high-paying disciplines and 
at private universities. Increasing female and minority representation among university faculty 
and graduate students is associated with higher educational attainment and engagement for 
female and minority students, respectively, sending an important signal to students about who 
can climb to the highest levels of the academic ladder (Rask and Bailey, 2002; Trower and Chait, 
2002; Bettinger and Long, 2005; Griffith, 2010; Sonnert, Fox and Adkins, 2007). 
Limitations and Future Directions 
Our study raises important unanswered questions for future research.  For example, 
prevailing theories regarding the causes of discrimination distinguish between taste-based 
discrimination, which refers to race or gender animus as a motivation for discrimination (see 
Becker, 1971), and statistical discrimination, which assumes that a cost-benefit calculus devoid 
of animus underlies observed discrimination (Phelps, 1972; Fernandez and Greenberg, 2013). 
Both theories of discrimination assume that individuals consciously discriminate (Bertrand, 
Chugh, and Mullainathan, 2005), yet our research design was intended to capture both conscious 
and unconscious discrimination.  Unfortunately, our experimental design prevents us from 
disentangling whether statistical, taste-based, implicit, or explicit discrimination underlies the 
bias we detect, and future research examining these questions would be valuable. 
  It is also important to note that we focus narrowly on a specific pathway to the Academy 
that is just one moment in the lengthy process in which prospective academics engage. Further, 
we examine just one type of organization where bias may hinder career progress. Future audit 
studies investigating bias in academic and non-academic settings would be valuable.  Likewise, 
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examining varied pathways (and gateways) and documenting the cumulative impact of similar 
moments on career outcomes would be worthwhile.   
 Future work might adopt a multi-level perspective that studies the relationships 
between pathway processes, organizational demography, and individual careers (Lawrence and 
Tolbert, 2007). Specifically, the relationship between representation and bias that we 
hypothesized likely would benefit from further investigation to fully explicate if, when, and how 
organizational demography and discrimination are related.  Additional research might also 
consider how research on careers and occupations relates to gateways and pathways; for 
example, when are experiences on pathways more or less likely to influence career choices?   
Further, future research could explore the treatment of additional groups.  We did 
intentionally include intersectional identities in our study design based on research highlighting 
that the experiences of minority women are frequently the product of intersecting racial and 
gender inequities (e.g. Crenshaw, 1991; McCall, 2005).  Future research on the dynamics and 
consequences of intersectionality as it relates to bias in academia is needed. 
Finally, it is important to acknowledge the limitations associated with using names to 
signify race.  For instance, many foreign nationals use anglicized names, yet in our study we 
intentionally selected non-anglicized names to reduce racial ambiguity.  Further, it is important 
to note that in addition to race, names may signify numerous features (e.g., class, birthplace, 
linguistic proficiency), making it difficult to single out race as the sole source of the 
discriminatory behavior we observed in our study. Future studies should consider using varied 
methods (i.e., photographs) to signify race in an effort to examine the extent to which our 
findings replicate across stimuli. 
CONCLUSION 
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Ultimately, the goal of this research is to advance our understanding of the barriers that 
stand in the way of achieving greater representation of women and minorities in organizations 
where they are currently underrepresented.  The continued underrepresentation of women and 
minorities means that many of the most talented individuals with the potential to make 
contributions to organizations and inspire the next generation of employees and students may not 
be progressing on the pathway to achieve their potential.  By addressing what happens before 
people enter academia, we hope to also shape what happens after.   
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1.  Figures a and b show the regression-estimated size of the discriminatory gap faced by women 
and minorities by broad discipline.  Narrower disciplinary categories are also analyzed later in our paper. 
 
Figure 1a.  Discriminatory Gap: Caucasian Males vs. Other Studentsa  
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emails from white males receive a 
response (72%=61%+11%)
 
^Significant at the 10% level.  *Significant at 5% level. **Significant at 1% level.  ***Significant at the 0.1% level. Standard 
error bars depicted. 
a Response rate to minorities/females in parentheses after the discipline’s name.  See Table 2 for similar, raw summary statistics. 
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Figure 1b.  Discriminatory Gap: Caucasian Males vs. Students of Each Race/Gender Combination 
 
Note:  Reverse-discrimination in black.  Disciplines are sorted by the size of the discriminatory gap.  The discipline-by-discipline 
estimates of bias presented here rely on an ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression to predict whether a given faculty 
member responds to a given student’s email as a function of the faculty member’s broad discipline and an interaction between 
discipline and whether the student is a minority or female, controlling for all observable characteristics of the email and its 
recipient (and suppressing the regression’s constant so estimates can be obtained for each discipline).Of the 6,548 faculty in our 
study, 28 could not be classified into academic disciplines recognized by the NSOFP, and one worked in a vocational discipline; 
these 29 are thus dropped from our discipline-by-discipline analyses.  See Appendix for similar, raw summary statistics.
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Figure 2.  Sample-weighted discriminatory gap experienced by minority and female students relative to 
Caucasian males as a function of the avg. 9-mo. salary in a faculty member’s narrow NSOPF discipline.  
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Note.  Each bubble represents one discipline and bubble sizes are proportional to the study’s sample size in a given discipline. 
Negative numbers indicate reverse discrimination. 
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Figure 3.  Regression-estimated size of the discriminatory gap faced by female and minority students at 
public versus private universities. 
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Note.  Reverse-discrimination in black.  See Appendix for similar raw summary statistics.  ^Significant at the 10% level.  
*Significant at 5% level. **Significant at 1% level.  ***Significant at the 0.1% level. Standard error bars depicted. 
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Table 1.  Race and Gender Recognition Survey Results for Selected Names 
Race Gender Name Rate of Race Recognition Rate of Gender Recognition
Brad Anderson 100%*** 100%***
Steven Smith 100%*** 100%***
Meredith Roberts 100%*** 100%***
Claire Smith 100%*** 100%***
Lamar Washington 100%*** 100%***
Terell Jones 100%*** 94%***
Keisha Thomas 100%*** 100%***
Latoya Brown 100%*** 100%***
Carlos Lopez 100%*** 100%***
Juan Gonzalez 100%*** 100%***
Gabriella Rodriguez 100%*** 100%***
Juanita Martinez 100%*** 100%***
Raj Singh 90%*** (10% Other) 100%***
Deepak Patel 85%*** (15% Other) 100%***
Sonali Desai 85%*** (15% Other) 100%***
Indira Shah 85%*** (10% Other; 5% Hispanic) 94%***
Chang Huang 100%*** 94%***
Dong Lin 100%*** 94%***
Mei Chen 100%*** 94%***
Ling Wong 100%*** 78%***
Chinese
Male
Female
Indian
Male
Female
Caucasian
Male
Female
Hispanic
Male
Female
Black
Male
Female
 
Note.  We conducted a survey to test how effectively a set of 90 names signaled different races and genders.  Thirty-eight 
participants who had signed up to complete online paid polls through Qualtrics and who had received a Master’s degree (87.5%) 
or PhD (12.5%) were recruited to participate in a survey online.  Their task was to predict the race or gender associated with a 
given name for a set of 90 names.  We selected the two names of each race and gender from these surveys with the highest net 
recognition rates on race (avg.=97%) and gender (avg.=98%) to use in our study.  For additional discussion of this selection 
procedure, see our Appendix.  This table also appears in (Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2012).  Reported significance levels 
indicate the results of a two-tailed, one sample test of proportions to test the null hypothesis that the observed recognition rate is 
equal to that expected by chance (16.7% for race and 50% for gender).  *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
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Table 2.  Descriptive Statistics for Faculty Included in Study by Broad Discipline and University Type 
(Public vs. Private) 
Broad Discipline
Business 265 19% 7 63,651$     26% 85% 2% 1% 4% 5% 4%
Education 441 17% 16 45,897$     55% 91% 2% 2% 2% 1% 3%
Engineering & Computer Science 1,125 9% 14 71,107$     15% 78% 1% 1% 8% 8% 4%
Fine Arts 209 -17% 8 38,023$     38% 92% 1% 1% 4% 1% 2%
Health Sciences 343 11% 12 69,222$     46% 91% 2% 0% 3% 1% 2%
Human Services 188 14% 10 49,257$     43% 87% 4% 2% 1% 1% 5%
Humanities 668 1% 5 46,375$     38% 90% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
Life Sciences 1,051 6% 9 70,123$     24% 90% 0% 1% 4% 3% 2%
Natural, Physical Sciences & Math 850 6% 9 60,245$     18% 85% 1% 1% 7% 4% 3%
Social Sciences 1,379 2% 19 52,889$     38% 90% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3%
University Type
Public 4,450 2% 105 $X 30% 87% 1% 2% 5% 4% 2%
Private 2,098 12% 100 $X+$34,687 32% 88% 1% 1% 4% 2% 3%
Sample-Weighted Representation
N
# of Narrow 
Sub-
Disciplines*
Avg. Base 
(9 Month) 
Salary Female Caucasian Black Hispanic Chinese Indian
Other 
Race
Avg. Size of 
Discriminatory 
Gap
 
Note.  The 9-month salaries reported here are lower than those paid at many top institutions but reflect the average salaries across 
disciplines sampled by the NSOPF, which “includes a nationally representative sample of…faculty…at public and private not-
for-profit two- and four-year institutions in the United States” (http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/series/194).
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Table 3.  Estimated effects of students' race and gender, the (standardized) demographic composition of a 
professor’s academic discipline and university, and the interaction between minority student status and 
these discipline and university demographics on whether professors respond to emails.  Standard errors 
are clustered by university and academic discipline.   The Appendix offers definitions for the primary 
predictor variables in this table. 
β Std. Err. β Std. Err. β Std. Err. β Std. Err.
Academic Discipline Characteristics
Faculty % Black 0.004 (0.006) 0.006 (0.006)
(Fac%Black) x (Black Student) 0.000 (0.014) -0.002 (0.015)
Faculty % Hispanic 0.010 (0.007) 0.012^ (0.006)
(Fac%Hispanic) x (Hispanic Student) -0.001 (0.010) -0.003 (0.012)
Faculty % Asian -0.011 (0.012) -0.013 (0.013)
(Fac%Asian) x (Asian Student) 0.000 (0.014) 0.005 (0.015)
Faculty % Minority 0.000 (0.011) 0.001 (0.011)
(Fac%Minority) x (Minority Student) -0.007 (0.014) -0.005 (0.015)
Faculty % Female 0.018^ (0.010) 0.031*** (0.010) 0.019^ (0.011) 0.033** (0.011)
(Fac%Female) x (Female Student) -0.007 (0.014) -0.006 (0.014) -0.009 (0.015) -0.008 (0.015)
PhD Students % Black 0.000 (0.010) -0.005 (0.010)
(PhD%Black) x (Black Student) -0.018 (0.014) -0.014 (0.015)
PhD Students % Hispanic 0.007 (0.009) 0.010 (0.008)
(PhD%Hispanic) x (Hispanic Student) 0.010 (0.014) 0.003 (0.013)
PhD Students % Asian -0.003 (0.011) -0.003 (0.012)
(PhD%Asian) x (Asian Student) -0.022^ (0.013) -0.026^ (0.014)
PhD Students % Minority 0.001 (0.015) -0.005 (0.015)
(PhD%Minority) x (Minority Student) -0.002 (0.019) 0.002 (0.019)
University Characteristics
Undergraduates % Black -0.019^ (0.011)
(Und%Black) x (Black Student) 0.003 (0.015)
Undergraduates % Hispanic 0.006 (0.007)
(Und%Hispanic) x (Hispanic Student) -0.027* (0.012)
Undergraduates % Asian -0.017* (0.007)
(Und%Asian) x (Asian Student) 0.018 (0.012)
Undergraduate % Minority -0.020 (0.013)
(Und%Minority) x (Minority Student) 0.005 (0.013)
Undergraduates % Female 0.002 (0.009) 0.004 (0.008)
(Und%Female) x (Female Student) -0.006 (0.014) -0.007 (0.014)
Univ Faculty % Female -0.019* (0.009) -0.022* (0.009)
(UFac%Female) x (Female Student) 0.019 (0.015) 0.020 (0.015)
Faculty-Student Demographic Match
Professor and Student Black -0.004 (0.071) -0.013 (0.072) 0.008 (0.070) -0.004 (0.071)
Professor and Student Hispanic 0.020 (0.075) 0.019 (0.075) 0.020 (0.079) 0.003 (0.080)
Professor and Student Indian 0.065^ (0.038) 0.061 (0.039) 0.079^ (0.042) 0.075^ (0.043)
Professor and Student Chinese 0.148** (0.051) 0.143** (0.050) 0.146** (0.053) 0.143** (0.054)
Professor and Student Female -0.003 (0.013) -0.003 (0.012) -0.001 (0.013) 0.000 (0.012)
Observations
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
6,206a 6,206a 5,852b 5,852b
Controls:  Recipient: Race, Gender, Position (Full, Assoc., Asst.); Request for Now; Request for Now Interacted with Each 
Student Race-Gender Combination (Cauc. Male Omitted); School Rank; Student:  Race, Gender, Race-Gender Interactions  
Note.  All continuous variables included as moderators were standardized before creating interaction terms. ^Significant at the 
10% level.  *Significant at 5% level. **Significant at 1% level.  ***Significant at the 0.1% level. a For 20 of the 109 narrow 
disciplinary categories into which faculty were classified, the 2004 NSOFP survey reported no data.  These observations 
corresponded to 313 data points from our study, which we excluded from our analyses.  We also exclude data points for the 29 
professors working in departments that could not be classified. b For 12 of the universities studied, information is missing about 
the student body’s composition.  This missing data leads us to drop 354 data points in Models 3 and 4.   
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Table 4.  Estimated effects of students' race and gender, characteristics of faculty’s academic discipline 
and university, and the interaction between minority student status and these discipline and university 
characteristics on whether faculty respond to emails.  Standard errors are clustered by university and 
academic discipline.  The Appendix offers definitions for the primary predictor variables in this table. 
β Std. Err. β Std. Err. β Std. Err. β Std. Err.
Academic Discipline Characteristics
Avg. Faculty Pay 0.000 (0.016) 0.004 (0.016) 0.004 (0.016) 0.006 (0.016)
(Pay) x (Minority or Female Student) -0.044* (0.018) -0.048** (0.018) -0.048** (0.018) -0.050** (0.018)
University Characteristics
Public School -0.101*** (0.026) -0.101** (0.033) -0.107*** (0.033)
(Public) x (Minority or Female Student) 0.140*** (0.029) 0.140*** (0.035) 0.146*** (0.035)
School Rank (US News) -0.006 (0.006) -0.010^ (0.006) -0.010 (0.020) -0.008 (0.020)
(School Rank) x (Minority or Female Student) 0.000 (0.022) -0.002 (0.022)
Faculty Status
Professorial Rank 0.006 (0.018)
(Prof Rank) x (Minority or Female Student) -0.001 (0.019)
Faculty-Student Demographic Match
Professor and Student Black -0.009 (0.073) -0.010 (0.074) -0.010 (0.073) -0.014 (0.075)
Professor and Student Hispanic 0.012 (0.074) 0.007 (0.074) 0.007 (0.074) 0.001 (0.073)
Professor and Student Indian 0.066^ (0.040) 0.066^ (0.039) 0.066^ (0.039) 0.064 (0.039)
Professor and Student Chinese 0.146** (0.050) 0.145** (0.049) 0.145** (0.049) 0.148** (0.048)
Professor and Student Female -0.006 (0.012) -0.006 (0.012) -0.006 (0.012) -0.005 (0.012)
Observations
Controls:  Recipient: Race, Gender, Position (Full, Assoc., Asst.); Request for Now; Request for Now Interacted with Each Student Race-
Gender Combination (Cauc. Male Omitted); School Rank; Student:  Race, Gender, Race-Gender Interactions
Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8
6,206a 6,206a 6,206a 6,206a
 
Note.  The characteristics of academic disciplines and universities included as predictors in Table 3 are not included in these 
models for the sake of simplicity (and because these predictors were not jointly statistically significant). However, adding these 
predictors to Models 5-8 does not meaningfully change any results in terms of magnitude or statistical significance and these 
analyses are all available upon request.  All continuous variables included as moderators were standardized before creating 
interaction terms. ^Significant at the 10% level.  *Significant at 5% level. **Significant at 1% level.  ***Significant at the 0.1% 
level. a For 20 of the 109 narrow disciplinary categories into which faculty were classified, the 2004 NSOFP survey reported no 
data.  These observations corresponded to 313 data points from our study, which we excluded from our analyses.  We also 
exclude data points for the 29 professors working in departments that could not be classified.    
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APPENDIX 
Human Subjects Protections 
The two lead authors of this paper conducted all data collection and data analysis for the 
project.  Before the start of data collection, the project was carefully reviewed and approved by 
both of their institutional review boards.  Each IRB determined that a waiver of informed consent 
was appropriate based on Federal regulations (45 CFR 46.116(d)), which state the following:  
"An IRB may approve a consent procedure which does not include, or which alters, some 
or all of the elements of informed consent set forth in this section, or waive the 
requirements to obtain informed consent provided the IRB finds and documents that: (1) 
The research involves no more than minimal risk to the subjects; (2) The waiver or 
alteration will not adversely affect the rights and welfare of the subjects; (3) The 
research could not practicably be carried out without the waiver or alteration; and (4) 
Whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided with additional pertinent 
information after participation."   
 
This project met all of the stated regulatory requirements for a waiver of informed consent.  
Informed consent would have eliminated the realism of the study and biased the sample of 
participants towards those most willing to talk with students.  Two weeks after the study’s 
launch, each study participant received an email debriefing him/her on the research purpose of 
the message he/she had recently received from a prospective doctoral student.  Every piece of 
information that could have been used to identify the faculty participants in our study was 
deleted from all study databases within two weeks of the study’s conclusion.   
Experimental Stimuli:  Prospective Student Names  
Generating appropriate names for the fictitious students contacting faculty was a critical 
component of our experimental design.  We relied on previous research to help generate names 
signaling both the gender and race (Caucasian, Black, Hispanic, Indian, Chinese) of these 
fictional students (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Lauderdale and Kestenbaum, 2000).   We 
also looked to U.S. Census data documenting the frequency with which common surnames 
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belong to Caucasian, Black, and Hispanic citizens and examined websites recommending baby 
names targeted at different racial groups.  These sources provided a guide for generating a list of 
90 names for potential use in our study, nine of each race and gender of interest.   
We pretested each of these 90 names by surveying 38 people, all of whom had a Masters 
Degree (87.5%) or a PhD (12.5%) and who had signed up through Qualtrics to complete online 
polls for pay.  We asked 18 of these survey respondents to complete a survey about the gender 
conveyed by each of the 90 names in our sample, and we asked 20 respondents to complete a 
survey about the race conveyed by each of the 90 names in our sample. Participants in the gender 
survey were asked to “Please make your best guess as to the identity of a person with the 
following name:” and were required to choose between “Male” and “Female” for each name.  
Participants in the race survey were also asked to “Please make your best guess as to the identity 
of a person with the following name:” and were required to choose between “Caucasian,” 
“Black,” “Hispanic,” “Chinese,” “Indian,” and “Other” for each name.  Both the gender and the 
race survey were 10 pages long with questions about a randomly ordered set of nine names 
presented on each survey page. 
The responses generated by the above survey were tabulated, and we selected the two 
names for use in our study of each race and gender with the highest net race and gender 
recognition rates.  Table 1 presents a list of the names used in our study along with their correct 
race and gender recognition rates in the survey pre-test described above.  Respondents accurately 
identified the selected names at an average rate of 97% and 98% for race and gender 
respectively. 
Classifying Faculty Race and Gender 
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Research assistants determined the gender of faculty participants by studying the faculty names, 
visiting their websites, examining photos, and reading research summaries containing gendered 
statements (e.g., “she studies”). An automated technique was initially used for racial 
classification followed by manual validation by research assistants.  The automated technique 
relied on lists of: (a) the 639 highest-frequency Hispanic surnames as of 1996 (Word and 
Perkins, 1996), and (b) 1,200 Chinese and 2,690 Indian surnames (Lauderdale and Kestenbaum, 
2000).  These lists were compared to the surnames of each faculty member, and if a surname 
match was identified, a faculty member was classified as a member of the associated racial 
group. Next, these automated classifications were validated for Hispanic, Indian, and Chinese 
faculty by research assistants who again visited faculty websites.  Further, research assistants 
generated racial classifications for faculty who were Caucasian, Black, or another race besides 
Hispanic, Indian, or Chinese.  This process involved visiting faculty websites, examining faculty 
CVs, and relying on Google image searches to find pictures of faculty on the internet.  In rare 
instances when research assistants determined it was not possible to reliably classify a faculty 
member’s race, another professor whose race could be validated was chosen as a replacement 
representative of the doctoral program in question. 
Assignment of Sample Weights 
In those regressions and robustness checks that include sample weights and in all summary 
statistics reported (which are always sample-weighted), sample weights are determined for a 
given observation as a function of the race of the faculty member contacted, r, his or her 
academic discipline, d, and the race of the student who contacted the faculty member, s, as 
follows.  First, the expected representative number of faculty in a given academic discipline, d, 
of a given race, r, is calculated (e.g., since professors in Ph.D. granting departments in 
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Engineering and Computer Science are 77.8% Caucasian and the study included 1,125 
Engineering and Computer Science faculty, the expected number of Caucasian Engineering and 
Computer Science faculty is 1,125*0.778 = 875).8  We refer to this quantity as er,d.  Next, the 
expected number of faculty of a given race, r, in a given discipline, d, receiving emails from 
students of a given race, s, is calculated assuming balanced randomization. This is simply er,d/5 
since there are five student races represented in our study (e.g., the expected number of 
Caucasian faculty in computer science and engineering departments receiving emails from 
Caucasian students is 875/5 = 175). We refer to this quantity as er,s,d.  Finally, we calculate the 
actual number of faculty in a given discipline, d, of a given race, r, receiving emails from 
students of a given race, s (e.g., 151 Caucasian faculty in engineering and computer science 
departments actually received emails from Caucasian students).  We refer to this quantity as 
ar,s,d.  Sample weights are then constructed by taking the ratio:  er,s,d/ar,s,d.  Thus, the sample 
weight for Caucasian faculty of engineering and computer science is 175/151 = 1.1592.  
Raw Summary Statistics 
The fitted results presented in Figures 1 and 3 are nearly identical to the figures produced by 
simply examining raw, sample-weighted average summary statistics (available upon request).   
Robustness Checks 
Bias as a Function of Broad Academic Discipline.  If we rely on logistic regressions rather 
than OLS regressions, we find remarkably similar patterns of discrimination across broad 
disciplines in the Academy. Six of the ten discipline-by-discipline estimates of the 
“discriminatory gap” in the treatment of minorities and females relative to Caucasian males are 
statistically significant (p’s < 0.05) and a seventh is marginally significant (social sciences; p < 
                                                            
8 Note that the “true” percentage of professors in a given discipline of a given race is estimated by examining the 
representative sample of faculty selected for study participation. 
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0.10). Further, logistic regression analyses replicate the finding that bias plays a greater role in 
impeding females and minorities in certain disciplines than in others, consistent with Hypothesis 
1.  Specifically, a Wald Test of the hypothesis that the discriminatory gaps estimated across 
disciplines are jointly equal to one another indicates that our coefficient estimates of the size of 
the discriminatory gap by broad discipline differ significantly more from one another than would 
be expected by chance (χ2=209.07; p<0.001), consistent with Hypothesis 1.  Again, bias against 
women and minorities is significantly higher in disciplines such as business and education than 
in the social sciences, humanities and natural sciences (for all six paired comparisons, p’s < 
0.05). 
Moderators of Bias.  The results presented in Tables 3-4 are meaningfully unchanged in terms 
of magnitude or statistical significance if the analysis is repeated using: (a) an ordinary least 
squares regression with sample weights and standard errors clustered by university or (b) an 
ordinary least squares regression with sample weights and standard errors clustered by narrow 
academic discipline.  Further, the results presented in Tables 3-4 are nearly identical if the 
analysis is repeated using logistic regression models instead of ordinary least squares regressions 
models.  All robustness checks are available upon request.   
Alternative Outcome Variables.  Finally, we observe a pattern of qualitatively similar results to 
those presented here if we turn our attention to alternative outcome variables such as response 
speed and whether an email generated an immediate offer from a faculty member to meet on the 
date of a student’s campus visit, though the statistical significance of a number of the results 
presented here changes when these alternative outcome variables are instead examined. 
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Table A1.    Description of primary predictor variables included in regression analyses (see Tables 3-4). 
Name Description 
[Category] Student  Indicator variable that takes on a value of one when the 
prospective PhD student who sent a meeting request is a 
member of [Category].  For example, Hispanic Student takes on 
a value of one when the student is Hispanic and zero otherwise. 
Academic Discipline Characteristics  
Faculty % [Category] (also 
Fac%[Category]) 
The (standardized) percentage of faculty in the contacted 
professor’s academic discipline who are members of [Category].  
For example, Faculty % Black would be the (standardized) 
percentage of faculty in the contacted professor’s discipline who 
are Black. 
PhD Students % [Category] (also 
PhD%[Category]) 
The (standardized) percentage of PhD students in the contacted 
professor’s academic discipline who are members of [Category].  
For example, PhD Students % Minority would be the 
(standardized) percentage of PhD students in the contacted 
professor’s discipline who are members of the minority groups 
we study here (Black, Hispanic, or Asian). 
Avg. Faculty Pay (also Pay) The (standardized) average 9-month salary in the contacted 
professor’s academic discipline according to the 2004 NSOFP.  
University Characteristics  
Undergraduate % [Category] (also 
Und%[Category]) 
The (standardized) percentage of undergraduates at the 
contacted professor’s university who are members of 
[Category].  For example, Undergraduates % Asian would be 
the (standardized) percentage of undergraduates at the contacted 
professor’s university who are Asian. 
Univ Faculty % [Category] (also 
UFac%[Category]) 
The (standardized) percentage of faculty at the contacted 
professor’s university who are members of [Category].  For 
example, Univ Faculty % Female would be the (standardized) 
percentage of faculty at the contacted professor’s university who 
are Female. 
Public School (also Public) Indicator variable that takes on a value of one when the 
contacted professor works for a public university and zero 
otherwise. 
School Rank (US News) (also 
School Rank) 
The (standardized) US News and World Report 2010 ranking (1-
260) of the contacted professor’s university. 
Faculty-Student Demographic Match  
Professor and Student [Category]  Indicator variable that takes on a value of one when the 
contacted professor and the prospective PhD student who sent 
the meeting request are both members of the same [Category].  
For example, Professor and Student Hispanic takes on a value 
of one when both the professor and student are Hispanic and 
zero otherwise. 
Faculty Status  
Professorial Rank (also Prof Rank) Variable capturing the contacted professor’s level of academic 
rank, which takes on a value of 1 for assistant professors, 2 for 
associate professors, and 3 for full professors.  
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Table A2.  NSOFP Narrow Disciplinary Categories. 
Narrow Sub-Disciplines within Each Broad Discipline Studied
Business 
 
Education 
 
Engineering 
and Computer 
Science 
Fine Arts Health 
Sciences 
Human 
Services 
Humanities Life Sciences Natural, 
Physical 
Sciences 
and Math 
Social Sciences 
(1)Accounting and 
related services  
(2)Business 
admin/management
/ operations  
(3)Finance/financia
l management 
services  
(4)Human 
resources 
management and 
services  
(5)Marketing  
(6)Business/mgt/ 
marketing/related, 
other  
(7)Management 
information 
systems/services 
(1)Curriculum and 
instruction  
(2)Educational 
administration/ 
supervision  
(3)Educational/ 
instructional media 
design  
(4)Elementary 
education and 
teaching  
(5)Student 
counseling/ 
personnel services  
(6)Education, other  
(7)Early childhood 
education and 
teaching  
(8)Special education 
and teaching 
(9)Secondary 
education and 
teaching  
(10)Adult and 
continuing 
education/teaching  
(11)Teacher ed: 
specific levels, other  
(12)Teacher ed: 
specific subject areas  
(13)Bilingual & 
multicultural 
education  
(14)Ed assessment  
(15)Higher education  
(16)Library science 
(1)Architecture and 
related services  
(2)Computer science  
(3)Computer 
software and media 
applications  
(4)Information 
science/studies  
(5)Computer/info sci/ 
support svcs, other  
(6)Biomedical/medic
al engineering  
(7)Chemical 
engineering  
(8)Civil engineering  
(9)Computer 
engineering  
(10)Electrical & 
communications 
engineering  
(11)Engineering 
technologies/ 
technicians  
(12)Environmental/ 
environmental health 
eng  
(13)Mechanical 
engineering  
(14)Engineering, 
other 
(1)Art 
history, 
criticism & 
conservation  
(2)Design & 
applied arts  
(3)Drama/the
atre arts and 
stagecraft  
(4)Fine and 
studio art  
(5)Music, 
general  
(6)Music 
history, 
literature, 
and theory  
(7)Visual and 
performing 
arts, other  
(8)Dance 
(1)Clinical/medical 
lab science/allied  
(2)Dentistry  
(3)Health & medical 
administrative 
services  
(4)Allied health and 
medical assisting 
serv  
(5)Allied health 
diagnostic/intervent/ 
treat  
(6)Medicine, 
including psychiatry  
(7)Mental/social 
health services and 
allied  
(8)Nursing  
(9)Pharmacy/pharm
aceutical 
sciences/admin  
(10)Public health  
(11)Rehabilitation 
& therapeutic 
professions  
(12)Veterinary 
medicine 
(1)Legal 
professions and 
studies, other 
(2)Family/consu
mer sciences, 
human sciences  
(3)Parks, 
recreation and 
leisure studies  
(4)Health and 
physical 
education/fitness  
(5)Theology and 
religious 
vocations  
(6)Public 
administration  
(7)Social work  
(8)Public 
administration & 
social svcs oth  
(9)Criminal 
justice  
(10)Fire 
protection 
(1)English 
language and 
literature/letters  
(2)Foreign 
languages/literat
ure/ linguistics  
(3)Philosophy  
(4)Religion/relig
ious studies  
(5)History 
(1)Agriculture and 
related sciences  
(2)Natural 
resources and 
conservation  
(3)Biochem/ 
biophysics/ 
molecular biology  
(4)Botany/plant 
biology  
(5)Microbiological 
sciences & 
immunology  
(6)Genetics 
(7)Physiology, 
pathology & related 
sciences  
(8)Zoology/animal 
biology  
(9)Biological & 
biomedical 
sciences, other 
(1)Mathematics  
(2)Statistics  
(3)Astronomy & 
astrophysics  
(4)Atmospheric 
sciences and 
meteorology  
(5)Chemistry  
(6)Geological & 
earth sciences/ 
geosciences  
(7)Physics  
(8)Physical 
sciences, other  
(9)Science 
technologies/ 
technicians 
(1)Area/ethnic/cultural/ 
gender studies  
(2)Communication/ 
journalism/related pgms  
(3)Communication 
technologies  
(4)Law  
(5)Multi/interdisciplinar
y studies  
(6)Behavioral 
psychology  
(7)Clinical psychology  
(8)Education/school 
psychology  
(9)Psychology, other  
(10)Anthropology 
(except psychology)  
(11)Archeology  
(12)International 
relations & affairs  
(13)Political science and 
government  
(14)Geography & 
cartography  
(15)Criminology 
(16)Economics 
(17)Sociology  
(18)Urban studies/affairs  
(19)Social sciences, 
other 
Note.  Our detailed analyses of bias across disciplines (presented in Tables 5-6) examine bias at the level of a professor’s narrow academic discipline as defined 
by the NSOFP (2004).  The mapping of the 89 narrow NSOFP disciplines into the 10 broad NSOFP disciplines summarized in Figure 1 and Table 2 is shown 
here. 
